
 

I respectfully ask the administration to reconsider enforcing this policy. It impinges on the 

academic and personal freedom of Pitt faculty. The required registration has no place in a 

university setting. This policy will help no one except government bureaucrats. Requiring faculty 

to register the details of the itineraries of their conference trips beyond the regular reimbursement 

procedures is demeaning and insulting. Anna Vainchtein aav4@pitt.edu 

I find the new guidelines, more specifically, that faculty will be *required* to report their foreign 

travel in advance to be offending and insulting. In my opinion, this will be another one of these 

recent policies that will further alienate faculty from the administration. I view the new 

regulations (and several other recent policies) to be a violation of academic freedom. A 

university should not be willingly contributing to building a police state (while we are being 

repeatedly told that "we need these regulations so we can protect you better"). There is no need 

for such policy. Vladimir Savinov 

This response to the desire to 'know where faculty are travelling' seems extreme. Providing 

detailed plans and contacts for travelling faculty and students requires a significant effort and the 

resulting gains seem tiny in comparison. Steven Dytman dytman@pitt.edu 

I urge the faculty senate to vote against the new travel policy as needlessly intrusive 

micromanaging of faculty travel for research funded n their own grants. If there is concern about 

travel to/from Ebola hot spots, it can be addressed in a much less intrusive manner by listing the 

hot spots and asking for travel details of only those on the list. Sincerely, William Layton, 

wjl@pitt.edu 

Cindy Tananis (tananis@pitt.edu) I've had a chance to read Provost Beeson's email 

communication (transmittal memo) with President Spring. I believe that makes more clear the 

rationale for this suggested changes to travel abroad policy. However, the policy itself, and more 

specifically, the proposed changes, do NOT articulate those intentions, rationale, or potential 

penalties that may be involved if the policy is not followed. Similarly, the issue of what 

constitutes a right to know and a right to disclose to others is a thorny issue that I think would 

benefit from additional clarity. The internal knowledge of my whereabouts as a paid employee of 

an employer institution on a supported trip is not onerous to me --- having an employer share that 

information with others without limit, is.  

On the surface, I do not share the belief that the University has no right to know what I am doing 

or where I am. The fact of the matter is that the University is my employer --- and, as stated in 

the policy verbiage, this policy would apply to travel that is paid for or reimbursed by that 

employer. As such, it makes sense to me that my employer (paying for the travel and counting it 

as part of my paid workload) has a reasonable right to know where I am. From my point of view 

that is not an infringement on my academic freedom or an example of an overly intrusive 

employer. My caveat, mentioned earlier about the circumstances that govern how information 

might be shared beyond the institution is my greatest concern. 

This policy seems to me to be heavy-handed and ill conceived. I believe it will encourage people 

to search for external support for travel, in order to circumvent the proposed reporting 

requirements. There are legitimate reasons why university employees may not wish to share all 
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details of their international travel with the administration, especially when multiple activities, 

including personal travel, are planned. Given the issues raised by the ebola virus epidemic, it is 

easy to understand the need for collection of itinerary information of people traveling on 

university business, but I believe it should be requested on a voluntary basis and without regard 

for the source of the travel funds. I see no need to react to a fairly simple requirement for such 

information in the manner of a police state. Wilfred E. Cleland, emeritus professor of physics, 

cleland@pitt.edu 

I would urge that the new policy more clearly define the types of activities that qualify as 

"university business." Originally, I understood this to only apply if the travel was paid by 

University funds, but an "and/or" now in the policy makes this confusing. I frequently travel to 

visit colleagues in other countries to discuss various research projects. I pay for this myself. Does 

this qualify as "representing the University"? What if I am asked to give a talk at another 

university? Irene Frieze 

Find something useful to do, PLEASE! Greg Constantine Professor of Mathematics 

I think that this is just another layer of bureaucracy with absolutely no benefit. Bogdan Ion 

(bion@pitt.edu) 

What will be the penalty if a faculty member forgets to register? I do not think this is necessary 

and I oppose this change. Karl Johnson, karlj@pitt.edu 

I am responding at the urging of my representative Marilyn Hravnak from the School of nursing. 

My sense of this situation follows: It seems reasonable if a faculty member is traveling out of the 

U.S. as a representative of the university or being financially supported by the university for such 

travel, that the faculty member notify (register with) the university so that the dates and places of 

travel are clear. I do not see a negative aspect to this notification. 

I expect that some persons might think that this is an encroachment on “personal information” 

but my sense is that University sponsorship (whether financial or not) makes this “university 

business.” I do see positive aspects. One would think that being identified as a University of 

Pittsburgh faculty member might be helpful in critical situations. Valerie Swigart, RN, PhD 

Professor, School of Nursing Valerie@pitt.edu 
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Dear Senate members, I understand the University's interest in being able to contact faculty and 

other employees while they are on an international trip. However, for almost all of us, this 

contact will be most easily established through our Pitt email and our cell phones, which are 

already on file in various directories at the department level and above. 

I am more concerned about the proposal to require travelers to submit their itineraries before the 

trip, and the threat of sanction for the failure to do so. Itineraries can often change in the last 

minute or even during the trip, and it is impractical to demand that the University is constantly 

being kept up to date about this. Also, we are all busy and can easily forget to do the registration, 

without any ill intent. This may sound trivial, but in fact we should be mindful that we are not 

arriving at a situation where faculty need to constantly check in their minds if they inadvertently 

may run afoul of some University regulation, for which they will pay dearly in the future (i.e. in 

the form of reimbursement denied). Every additional regulation of this sort, which puts the 

burden of compliance solely on the employee, will add to a maze of policies, which distracts 

rather than supports our main mission, world-class research and education. Ayres Freitas 

Department of Physics and Astronomy 

 

 

 

I find the requirement of registering each time I go abroad a violation of academic freedom. I 

would much prefer that faculty--when going abroad for research purposes--be invited or 

encouraged to register, but not required. 

I believe this is an undo burden, given the Ebola reasoning. I would propose that if faculty are 

visiting areas of high risk (war zones, Ebola outbreaks, etc) then registering would be justified. 

The university could use State Department lists of places with travel warnings. 

 

 

 

Interesting. I am not sure of the arguments either way and I am not sure if this is a big issue for 

me. That being said, from short conversations I have had with the travel folks, there are real 

advantages to registering, such as notifications and safety including evacuations and such when 

necessary. Mike Beach beachm@pitt.edu 
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"Need to know" is an almost Orwellian phrasing. This policy should spell out under what 

circumstances any administrator might "need to know" this info, and what person(s) might have 

such a need to know. The more the lawyers intrude upon the lives of Pitt employees, the LESS 

admins will be trusted by students and faculty. 

I am strongly against these new regulations and policies. 

As a matter of principle: since this might undermine the spirit of academia where the faculty 

must have maximum possible freedom in pursuing knowledge and in planning their professional 

life. No State-wide or federal regulations requires this pre-travel reporting and it seems illogical 

that the board would like to impose this on the faculty. Moreover, the excuse of 'Ebola epidemic' 

is borderline strange, to say the least, since it seems being affected by the media frenzy around 

the topic rather than a real concern. Did we have anybody affected by Ebola in Pitt while 

traveling abroad and would reporting the travel plans to the University would have avoided that? 

This policy adds yet another bureaucratic burden to the already complicated business of 

conducting research at this University. Unfortunately we have been encountering a series of  

similar measures or complications in recent years which has made us loss some amount of time 

or energy on trivial matters which could have been more usefully spent on being useful to the 

scientific community and the University. Reza Pakzad, Dept. of Mathematics 

RE: To require faculty to register their itineraries and contact information when traveling abroad 

[in the current guidelines this is only recommended] 

 

I am squarely opposed to adding additional administrative requirements unless there are specific 

benefits to the individual. In the proposed form, this policy would be another step toward 

micromanaging by the University and increasing bureaucratic burdens without any tangible 

benefits to the individual faculty member (who should be treated as an adult capable of weighing 

the risks of traveling abroad). Also, there are many areas within the United States that are 

similarly if not more dangerous than many if not most areas outside the United States. There is 

no logical reason why only foreign travel should be registered, but there is also no logical reason 

why any faculty travel should be registered at all by the University. 

 

I would like to know more about the who at the university can access this info and under what 

circumstances such information will be shared and with whom. The proposed policy is far too 

vague in these areas. 

 

Also what counts as international travel? Is travel to Puerto Rico or US Virgin Islands considered 

international? Seth Weinberg 

 

 



 

 

I believe the new guidelines are appropriate--both as a faculty member who travels and as a 

dean.  

 

One experience in the School of Pharmacy shapes my opinion. Several years ago, a faculty 

member and four students were in Istanbul when flooding and deaths were reported on our local 

Pittsburgh news. We and their families were extraordinarily anxious because the travelers did not 

contact anyone--because they were unaware of the flooding; the immediate section of the city 

where they were was not affected. Fortunately, no one was hurt.  

 

One secretary in the School had the contact information and we were able to track the individuals 

and inform the families that all were safe.  

 

The policy serves not only for the safety of faculty/students/staff, but could offer peace of mind 

for families. Patricia Kroboth, Dean, School of Pharmacy 

 

I agree with the automatic registration of students participating in study abroad via the Study 

Abroad staff. I am satisfied with the faculty RECOMMENDATION for registering. I currently 

do not see any benefit, support, or advantage to faculty for registering, and see no reason we 

should be required. THIS CHANGE SEEMS ONLY TO BE A MEANS FOR THE 

UNIVERSITY TO CREATE LOOPHOLES AND UNCLEAR GUIDELINES ABOUT WHO 

NEEDS TO REGISTER AND WHEN, SO THAT IF THERE ARE ANY ISSUES THE 

UNIVERSITY CAN CLAIM THAT THEY ARE NOT LIABLE OR DOES NEED TO 

SUPPORT FACULTY ABROAD. WOULD SUCH REGISTRATION REQUIRE THAT 

FACULTY SUBMIT TO ANY UNIVERSITY INTERVENTION (UNFUNDED AT THAT!) 

FOR EVACUATION OR ANOTHER ACTION? OR RISK SANCTIONS? OR OTHER 

CONSEQUENCES? IF THE WORK/ ERSEARCH IS EXPLORATORY, HOW WOUDL WE 

KNOW WEEKS BEFOREHAND WHERE WE WILL BE ON ANY GIVEN DAY? TOO 

MUCH SURVEILLANCE AND RIGIDITY CAN BE A REAL IMPEDIMENT TO 

RESPONDING TO LOCAL CONDITIONS AND CO LLABORATIONS. I don't see a benefit 

to the current suggestion and see only greater risks to a tighter policy designed to protect the 

university and hamstring faculty flexibility in travel and research. FYI, I do travel abroad 

extensively and do opt to provide the basic information and contact information about my very 

broad itinerary through this travel site. I often am in places where cell phone contact is sketchy, 

so such information is not particularly helpful in any case. 

 

I support the new guidelines. I travel abroad for my research, and I find these reasonable and 

helpful. Mary Margaret Kerr mmkerr@pitt.edu 
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I think the proposed policy is restrictive, impinges on academic and personal freedom, and does 

not provide any real gains to the university. The reimbursement procedure is already enough to 

cover most situations.  Gurudev Dutt  gdutt@pitt.edu 

 

This memo strikes me as a heavy handed response to a problem that essentially does not exist. 

First, the State Department already handles issues such as those mentioned in the memo. Why 

does my employer need to take on this role? What other employers in the country are adopting 

similar policies? Furthermore, the statement, "First, events around the world have made it 

important for us to be able to quickly identify University personnel abroad." strikes me as 

dubious. Why is it important to identify personnel abroad? Am I to imagine that the university 

will inform me of earthquakes or coup attempts? Will they do this before the local news? Am I to 

imagine that the university, rather than the State Department, will arrange my evacuation? I 

know what is being lost with this proposal; I do not see what is being gained. Eric Swanson, 

swansone@pitt.edu 

 

I am writing you to strongly oppose the proposed travel restriction. 

 

The proposal treats all travel outside the United States on equal footing. I realize that there is 

genuine worry for those traveling to certain list of countries; and for such situations a travel 

policy may be useful. But we all know that traveling to an ebola-infected west African country is 

not the same as a visit to Switzerland, which I and members of my research group do frequently 

for research, or any other country whose standards of health and society are equal to or above 

that of the United States. 

 

Blanket policies are not only annoying to frequent travelers, it cuts down on the overall 

productivity of our campus. The fiscal impact that it imposes on groups like mine would not be 

trivial. It is, moreover, an insult to all countries outside the United States as we are proposing to 

blindly treat them all as infected lands. 

 

Moreover, there are privacy concerns. The proposal states that "Access to data collected as a 

result of this policy will be limited to administrators with a need to know this information." It is 

unclear to me who such people are defined so vaguely. I see no reason why the University needs 

to track every movement that are not relevant to the worry at hand. 

 

Thank you for your consideration. Tae Min Hong, tmhong@pitt.edu, Physics and Astronomy 

 

I am strongly opposed to such requirements to register. Patrick Irvin prist2@pitt.edu 
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NO. Introducing this new "guideline" creates the risk of loosing research-active faculty 

members. If it were for the Ebola or the alike, why not require registration only for traveling to 

specific areas? Extra paperwork surely is extra burden, and will not help the faculty and their 

associates. This will surely create the tendency of more paperwork, more restriction, etc that may 

follow in the future. For those who travel extensively and help project the visibility of the 

University in the world map of, for instance, physics, that is hostile to research. If the University 

is really interested in emerging to become world class, the administration should pay special 

attention to those who often have ONLY one day or a weekend between two travels. Often those 

happen to be ones who are constantly asked to join other Universities. We simply have no time, 

no desire, etc., to do nonsense forms but real business. The University can decide what is best in 

its interest, so does the active members. W. Vincent Liu, wvliu@pitt.edu. 

 

If the purpose is to alert the University to potential health (or other dangerous) issues abroad, the 

motion should be made into an OPTION not as a forceful curtailment of freedom of movement. 

As such, it must clearly spell out the benefits of registering (insurance, next of kin information 

etc). In my opinion there should be a change to the motion to make it OPTIONAL, that an 

individual traveling abroad should have the OPTION of informing the University as a 

precautionary measure but it should NOT be the business of the University to enforce that the 

individual must disclose where she or he is going for academic conferences or visits.  

 

I wonder what is the University actually going to do with the information, if it is just a 

precautionary measure how is the Univ. going to curtail the freedom of the individual to travel 

abroad, if faculty or students fail to register will they be penalized?, in what form?, non-

reimbursement of travel expenses?, how is such a measure going to prevent the individual from 

contracting a disease or being in danger abroad?. The issue of contact information is actually 

moot, the Univ. already has available contact information for employees.  

 

So in my opinion, the motion as it stands is 1) unnecessarily restrictive and burdensome, 2) 

impinging upon freedom of academic movement, 3) probably a legal maneuver from the lawyers 

to preempt potential lawsuits, in which case a well phrased disclaimer could do. 

 

I suggest that it be made optional with a clear statement of (potential) benefits of registration but 

without the heavy bureaucratic hand of enforcement. Daniel Boyanovsky, Professor of Physics, 

Department of Physics and Astronomy 

 

Having grown up in a country where the government insisted on registration for traveling 

abroad, all I can say is that this is a very bad idea. We should leave the enforcement of travel 

rules to the State Department and focus on our core mission of open research and education.  

 

Having worked at a number of high profile universities including Harvard, Caltech and UIUC, I 

must say that none had rules about any form of registration. David Pekker (pekkerd@pitt.edu) 
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The proposed guidelines seem to lack clarity in terms of their actual purpose. If the purpose is 

the prevention of disease epidemics, mandating a registration for all cases in which the 

faculty/staff/student is traveling internationally "for reasons that involve earning academic credit, 

conducting research, representing the University and/or using University funds" seems tangential 

to the issue. Would not a family or personal leisure trip made to a foreign country or involving 

layovers at international airports expose the community to similar risks? Because the latter travel 

plans cannot be mandated to be registered because it is not University business, I honestly fail to 

see to point. If the purpose is to track individuals in case of an emergency, a much simpler rule 

of demanding more frequent updates of faculty/staff/student contact information (cell phone, 

email, etc) could be applied. Matteo Broccio, Physics and Astronomy (mbroccio[at]pitt.edu) 

 

The State Department list of travel Alerts and Warnings 

(http://travel.state.gov/content/passports/english/alertswarnings.html) should provide a suitable 

guideline for the cases where the travel itinerary should be reported. Many of the countries that 

we travel to are far safer then the internal travel within the USA. As an example, the murder rate 

in Baltimore is higher than in South Africa, and in some areas of Baltimore, it is even worse than 

in Honduras, the most homicidal nation on Earth. If faculty safety is an issue, that the rules 

should be applied accordingly. The proposed regulation will impede academic activities without 

significant positive impact on the safety and well being of those of us for whom international 

travel is an essential part of work. This is another example of heavy handed, poorly thought out, 

and parochial regulations from our administration that should be rejected. Hrvoje Petek, 

petek@pitt.edu 

 

Ebola virus as a reason sounds bogus if only university-related or paid for travel is registered. 

This sounds like one more administrative rule that will make faculty activity/travel more 

difficult. Please do not go this way! Marek J. Druzdzel marek@sis.pitt.edu 

 

With all due respect, to me this new directive seems like adding another layer of bureaucracy 

with no clear gain. I've read the letter of the Provost and the new proposed guidelines and I was 

not able to find an answer as to "why" the changes are necessary. What problem do we try to 

solve? If the University is concerned about the ebola pandemic then it should require registration 

only for the employees that travel to ebola-stricken countries and only as long as the epidemic 

lasts. If it is about a university's need to know where its employees are at any moment, then all 

traveling (domestic and international) should be registered. Also it is not clear which university 

employees will have access to our travel information and under what conditions. Travel plans 

(especially long-term travels abroad), if become known to the "wrong" people by accident, might 

cause harm to people or properties back here. Small chance, but some people are worried about 

that. In any case, will we improve our productivity as members of the university community by 

adding this additional level of bureaucracy? And what the university gains by doing so? -- Takis 

Benos 
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Most of the time we visit abroad where we have local contacts or have conference registrations 

etc which are very straightforward.. only rarely we travel for our work without establishing a 

local contact base. It seems to be an unnecessary burden on Faculty to do one more thing besides 

managing the travel in the middle of several other commitments.  

 

More importantly, it takes away our confidence that University is our Family who, with 

unconditional liability, will take care of us when we go abroad on research required travel, 

should any calamity arise.  

 

**Instead of requiring us to give the details, it is better that the university provide a "highly-

visible" page that tells family / friends / colleagues how to contact the university should there be 

a cause for concern when a faculty travels. For example when there was Ebola virus situation 

and someone was on travel, did their family know exactly how to go about alerting authorities 

requesting for help? Madhavi Ganapathiraju madhavi@pitt 

 

This is yet another unnecessary annoyance, and is now officially breaking the camel's back. I am 

100% opposed to any increase in bureaucratic nonsense by the university, and I would like them 

to work towards greatly reducing the number of times we all have to complete mindless online 

tasks. It is a foregone conclusion from a psychological perspective that the real compliance with 

this policy will be low enough as to be an unreliable source, especially with respect to any truly 

risky behaviors. The only possible real reason to put this policy into effect is on the basis of 

shady legal counsel advice that the university reduces its legal risks by pretending to guard 

against harm. Christian Schunn  schunn@pitt.edu 
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